2019-2020 SSR RFEC

● Question #1: For programs that do not “fill” in the Match, how will they be notified? What information
will they be given to help identify applicants who did not Match for purposes of the scramble? Based
on prior experience with other subspecialties, do you have advice for the SSR for guiding our programs
in this process?
○

NRMP response: At 12:00 p.m. ET on Match Day, programs can log into the R3 system to learn
if all positions were filled and to access the program’s Confidential Roster of Matched Applicants
and other Match reports. We will also send a courtesy email with the Confidential Roster.
Programs with unfilled positions can view the List of Unmatched Applicants (Options -> Reports)
and begin contacting them about a position. As positions are filled or if the program chooses not
to fill them, programs should update the “Current Unfilled” positions for the program so
applicants can see how many positions are available in the program. This information is also
available on our web site along with support guides at http://www.nrmp.org/match-dayfellowship-programs/.

● Question #2: What about the MSK applicants who do not Match?
○

NRMP response: MSK applicants who do not match have access to the List of Unfilled Programs
and can reach out to programs directly to apply.

● Question #3: What is the NRMP’s notification policy should a Match violation be discovered? Is this
information publicly available to other programs?
○

NRMP response: The NRMP’s policy office will contact programs directly if a violation
investigation is initiated. Confirmed violations are noted with a flag in the Program Directory
and a report detailing the violation is available only to applicants in their reports section of the
site.

● Question #4: Now that the MSK Match has been established, what is the process and timeline for
programs that want to join the Match for next year?
○

NRMP response: Programs who wish to join the Match for the current Match should complete
a New Program Form available on the NRMP’s public web site at http://www.nrmp.org/newprogram-basics/ and send to support@nrmp.org. If they are joining for next year, they also will
need to complete a New Program Form but should wait until we conclude this Match to submit.

